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UNIFORMLY SMOOTH BANACH SPACES
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ABSTRACT. John R. Rice [Approximation of functions. Vol. II, Addison-

Wesley, New York, 1969] investigated best approximation from a nonlinear mani-

fold in a finite dimensional, smooth, and rotund space. The authors define the

curvature of a manifold by comparing the manifold with the unit ball of the space

and suitably define the "folding" of a manifold. Rice's Theorem 11 extends as

follows: Theorem. Let X be a uniformly smooth Banach space, and F: Rn—X

be a homeomorphism onto M = F(R"). Suppose VF(a) exists for each a in X,

VF is continuous as a function of a, and VF(a) • Rn has dimension n. Then,

if M has bounded curvature, there exists a neighborhood of M each point of

which has a unique best approximation from M. A variation theorem was'found

and used which locates a critical point of a differentiable functional defined

on a uniformly rotund space Y. [See M. S. Berger and M. S. Berger, Perspec-

tives in nonlinearity, Benjamin, New York, 1968, p. 58ff. for a similar result

when Y = R".] The paper is concluded with a few remarks on Chebyshev sets.

Introduction. Recently several papers have appeared concerning the approxi-

mation from nonlinear manifolds embedded in a Banach space (for example,

Wulbert [10], [11] and Rice [6]). This paper extends Rice's results [6], which

were obtained in a finite dimensional setting, to infinite dimensional Banach

spaces. In the course of this investigation a variational theorem was discovered

concerning the location of critical points of a functional.

Our manifold ? is given by a function F: Y —» X which satisfies the fol-

lowing conditions:

(A) Y = Rn, R-dimensional Euclidean space.

(B) P is a homeomorphism onto its image ÜF (where ? is given the topology

induced by X).
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(C) The Fre'chet derivative Vp(a) exists at every ae V and is continuous

as a function of a.

(D) The dimension of Vp(a) . V is « for each a e Y.

The first section below is devoted to showing that the manifold does not "fold" back

on itself excessively. The second section gives a definition of the curvature of a manifold

in a Banach space by comparing the manifold with the unit ball of the space. In

§3, we give our variational theorem which locates a critical point of a differenti-

able functional defined on a uniformly rotund space. In the final section we show

that, if 3" has bounded curvature, F satisfies (A) through (D), and X is (UF),

then there exists a neighborhood of 3 each point of which has exactly one best

approximation. Since we assume that X is (UF), there is little overlap with the

papers of Wulbert which deal with C(T). We conclude with a few remarks concern-

ing Chebyshev sets.

The authors would like to thank Rice for his encouragement during the writing

of this paper, and Mr. Phillip Schmidt for his help in the presentation of the

results in §3.

1. Notation, lemmas, and the folding of 3". Let X be a Banach space, 6 the

zero element of X, M C X, x e X, and r > 0. Then

B(x, r) = \y e X; ||x - y|| < r],

B°(x, r)'iy €X; ||x-y||<rj,

dB(x, r) = \y e X; \\x - y\\ = rl,

dist(x, M) -inf Iflx-yfl;y eM|,

PM(x) = {y 6 M; ||x - y|| = dist(x, AÜJ.

The elements of P^(x) Ate called best approximations to x from M and the set-

valued map x —* PM(x) is called the metric projection of X onto M.

If x 4 8, then sgnx = x/||x||; set sgnö = 0. If M is a subspace of X, set

S(M) = dB(0, 1) n M.

We introduce a notion of the "angle" or "deviation" S(M, N) of the subspace

M from the subspace N, which has been used in various forms by many authors:

S(M, N)=   sup   dist(x, SOV)).
xeS(M)

This function is clearly not symmetric although the function

&XM, N) = max{S(M, N), 8{N, M)\

is a metric and was studied by Gohberg and Markus [5]. For this, related ideas,

and references see the book of Singer [7, p. 161]. If M and N are linear

varieties (i.e., M — m is a subspace for any m e M), we define the deviation

5(M, N) of M from N to be
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8(M, N) = 8{M-m,N-n) +     inf    ||x -'y\\,
xeM.yeN

where m e M and n £ N. It is clear that we get the same subspaces M - m and

N — n for any choice of m and n\ hence 8{M, N) is well defined. We define

A(M, N) as above.

If x and y are in X, then the line determined by /(*. y) is

/(*, y) = Jz e X; z = rx + (1 - r)y, r eß'l-

Let Y be another Banach space, D an open subset of Y, and y £ D. Suppose

C: y —» X. Then G is Fre*chet differentiable at y if there exists a continuous

linear map VG(y) £ L(Y, X) such that

G(y + /*) - G(y)   „ , , ,
(1.1) lim —-—= VG(y) • b

t—0 t

uniformly for b £ S{Y). The linear map VG(y) is called the Frechet derivative of

g at y.

A Banach space X is called (UF) if the norm of X is Frechet differentiable

on X\{0| and the convergence in (1.1) is uniform for (y, h)t in S(X) x 5(X).

Throughout the remainder of this paper we will assume that F: Y —» X satis-

fies conditions (A) through (D) of the introduction.

We will try to consistently use small Greek letters for elements of R", t for

an element of P.1, and lower case Latin letters for elements of X. We will write,

for each aeRn,

T(F(a)) = F(a) + VF(a). R"

and call T(F(a)) the tangent plane to ? at F(a). If x £ PT(x)(y), then we write

ftx, y) i T(x). Note that, even if /(a, v) = Z(x, y), we will refrain from writing

/(a, v) 1 T(x) unless u £ Pf(x)^' A point y e 3" is said to be a local best

approximation to x £ X if there exists a neighborhood V ot y such that y £

PynyOO« (Wulbert uses a neighborhood 1/ of F-1(y) and assumes that y e

PF((/)n?(x)' DUt tnis amounts to the same thing since F is a homeomorphism.)

The following lemma connects the approximation properties of 3" to its tan-

gent planes, is well known and not too difficult to prove (see, e.g. [10, p. 385]).

Lemma 1.1. // x is a local best approximation to y from 3", tben Z(x, y) !T(x).

The next lemma interprets, for a function G: Y —♦ X, the uniform continuity of

Vg in terms of the uniform convergence of (1.1).

Lemma 1.2. Let X and Y be Banach spaces and G: Y —» X. Suppose Vg is

uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of Y. Then, for any bounded subset fi

of Y,
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sup    ||g(<u + ß) - G(co) - vg(o>) • fi|| = o(/).

Proof. Since Q is bounded, so is r ■ Q + B(6, t). By [4, p. 156], we have

||g(w + ß)-g((ü)-ag(a>).ß||<f    sup    ||Vg(o>) - Vg(<x)||.
aeB(o.t)

Since Vg is uniformly continuous on T, we may conclude that (1.2) holds.

Remark 1. The function F satisfies the conditions in Lemma 1.2: any

bounded subset E of R" is precompact and Vp is continuous on R", therefore

Vp is uniformly continuous on E. Another intended application of Lemma 1.2 is

to functions involving the norm (see §3).

Remark 2. It can be shown, as a corollary to Lemma 1.2, that for each com-

pact subset Q of Rn,

sup dist(z, 3") = o(/).

This is the analog of Theorem 11-4 in [6]. Hypothesis (D) plays a significant role

in the proof of this fact.

The next lemma interprets the continuity of Vp in terms of the convergence

of the tangent planes T(x).

Lemma 1.3. Suppose {x_j~ . c ? and x_ —. x. Then, as n —* «>,
* * ft  ft— 1 ft

(1.3) 5(T(x), T(xn)) — 0

and

(1.4) S(T(xn), T(x)) — 0.

Furthermore, if l{x, y) 1 T(x), then

(1.5) 8(/(x. y), T(x))>l.

Proof. The inequality (1-5) is immediate from the definitions. To prove (1.3)

and (1.4), we may assume that x = 6 = F(6) and a-n = F~'(*„).

For (1.3) it is clearly enough to show that S(T(x) - x, T(*n) - xn) —»0. Con-

sider, for any ß e dB{0, 1) in R",

(1.6) ||sgn (VF(an) . fi) - sgn (Vf(0) . fi)||.

Since Vp is continuous and a-n —• 0, it follows via hypothesis (D) on F that the

difference in (1.6) converges uniformly to 0 as n —♦ «>. Since, in X,

dB(6, 1) n T(Ö) =     U     sgn (VF(0) • fi),
/Seß(Ö.I)

it follows that
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S(T(x) - x, T(xn) - x) - 0.

Expression (1.4) follows in a similar manner.

In [6], Rice did not assume that the manifold S was given by a function F

and so he did not define the tangent plane T(z) at z €? as we have. Rather, he

defined T(z) as the set of limit points of lines l(xn, yn) generated by elements

*n and yn in 5" which converge to z. Our next lemma verifies that if we assume

S is given by F, then our tangent planes agree with the ones defined by Rice.

Lemma 1.4. Let \xn\ and \yn\ be sequences in S so that %n —* z, yn —» z,

and xn A yn. Then, as n —» °°,

S(/(x , y ), T(z)) — 0.

Proof. We may normalize the problem by setting z = 0, F~1(z) = 0, F-1(xn)

= a^, and F~ (yn) =-ß„- It is clearly enough to show that

8(lix . y ) - y , T(0)) -«0.

By a well-known version of the mean value theorem [1, p. 219] we have,

because F is continuously Frechet differentiable,

F(a ) - F(j8 ) e cö      U    Vp(y) ■ (an - ß )

where [<in, |3n] is the line segment joining a-n to /3n and "cö" denotes the

closed convex hull. Thus, for each n we have

F(a ) - f(8 ) = lim £ Wf^"*) • (a - /3 )

where t™ > 0, Z^r*?' = 1, and y<*> 6 [an, Set

A . = £ /(")VF(y(n)).

Since ||F(an) - F(j8n)|| ^ 0, we obtain

(1.7) sgn(F(an) - FißJ) = Hm sgnA  (a -
i—.oo

Since Vf(0) • R" has dimension n and Vf is continuous, it can readily be

shown that for some r; > 0 and all n large enough,

(1-8) l|F(an)-F(/3n)||/||an-/3J>r,>0

and

(1.9) l|v><0) • (a, - ßn)\\/\\F(an) - F(ß)\\ 1.
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Since Vp is continuous

sup      ||VF(y) - Vp(0)|| 3 ( -0

n n

as n —» oo. Thus

||sgn (F(an) - F(ßn)) - sgn (VF(0). (a - /3n))||

(1.10) < ||sgn (F(a ) - Fiß» - sgn (A Ja - ßn))\\

+ ||sgn(A.n(p.n))-sgnVF(ö).p.J

where pf)l = (a^ - ßn)/||^fn(a„ - ß„)\\. We will let i —» oo, so we can ignore the

first term on the right-hand side of (1.10). Since ll^IB(p,n)|| = 1» the second term

in (1.10) is bounded above by

K>J - Vf(ö) • fcjl+11 - «Vf(ö) • Will-

Letting i —• oo, we obtain

||sgn(F(an) - F(j8n)) - sgn(Vp(0) • (a, - ßn))\\

(LH) „ K-/3J
— n

||F(an)-F(/3n)

t ||VF((?).(a.-<S,)||

" ||F(an)-F(/3n)||

Thus (1.8) and (1.9) imply that the right-hand side of (1.11) approaches 0 as

n —» oo. Hence, as n —► oo,

mx„- yJ - y»>r^)) - o
n    ti "it

since 7(*n. yn) -yn = \w e X; w = f(*n - yn), t € R1].

The folding of a manifold at a point is intended to be a measure of the

amount that a manifold "turns back on itself". Before making the definition, we

introduce another notation which is used here and in the sequel.

Notation. If C is a compact subset of X, then

(1.12) C(C) = {rcX: TDC and r is compact and connected}.

Definition. The folding fIdCF, x) of ? at * £ J is

fldCF, x) ■ sup{/0 e R1; Bix,t)n5e C(x) for each t < tQ\.

Note that B{x, fld(3", x)) n 5" need be neither compact nor connected. The

following theorem establishes an interesting property of the folding.

Theorem 1.5. For every x e$~ there exists an e = f(x) > 0 such that

fldt?, y) > c whenever y 6 B(x, f) O J.
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Proof. Since F is a homeomorphism and Rn is locally compact, there exists

an fj > 0 so that 3 O B(x, eQ) is compact. Suppose the conclusion of the theorem

does not hold. Then there is a sequence x^ —» x, xn 6 3" n B(x, «0/2), so that

3: n B(xn, An) is disconnected for some     < ||xn - xj|. Let ER be a component of

3" O ß(xn, An) which does not contain xn. Since En C 3 O ß(x, eQ), En is compact.

Furthermore, if we view En as a subset of 3", then the boundary of En with

respect to 3 must be contained in dB{xn, \n). It follows from the compactness of

E„ that there exists ay. e£. which satisfies |ly„ - x II = dist(x . E ) and

hence yn is a local best approximation from 3" to xn. Lemma 1.1 then implies

that l(yn, xn) 1 T(yn). Clearly both jx^j and Jynl converge to x, so Lemma 1.4

tells us that 5(/(yn, xn), T(x)) —» 0 as n —» oo. On the other hand, Lemma 1.3

yields A(T(x), T(yn)) —» 0 as n —. oo. But these last two expressions are clearly

incompatible with l(yn, xn) i T(yn).

2. Curvature. The notion of curvature in R", when endowed with the Euclidean

norm, is rather standard. When we attempt to study curvature in other spaces,

however, the proper definition is not obvious. For our purposes, we wish to

define the curvature of the manifold 3' by comparing it with spheres in the

Banach space. To do this we wish to define the "normals" to the surface at a

point x e 3 in terms of the notion of perpendicularity already introduced in §1, a

notion that seems best suited to the needs of approximation theory. We then wish

to look at spheres whose centers are in the set of normals and which contain x and

another point z on 3. To describe the radius of curvature of the manifold, we see

what happens to the radii of the above spheres when the points z of 3' approach

x, while keeping the center of the sphere on the line determined by the normal. In

formulating the definition of curvature below, we are indebted to the discussion in

[61
Let x e3. We define the set of normals, Jl(x), of 3r at x, as

Jl(x) = \y e X; Kx, y) 1 Fix)].

If z e 3", then, for any y e 7l(x), there may or may not be a point y(z) on Z(x, y)

such that <?B(y(z), ||y(z) - x||) contains z. If there is no such point, set p(x, y, z)

= oo. If such points exist, set p(x, y, z) = inf ||y(z) - z||. Note that if X is rotund

(or, in other words, strictly convex) then the point y(z), when it exists, is unique.

We may now give the definition of curvature.

Definition. The radius of curvature of 3" at x in the direction y, y e!H(x),

written p(x, y), is

p(x, y) s  inf lim inf p(x, y, z).
z .—x i—.oo
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The radius of curvature p{x) of ? at x is

p(x) =    inf   p{x, y).

The curvature o\x) of 3" at x is

If the unit sphere of X is somewhat oddly "curved", peculiar properties

may occur. For example, if S(X) contains a line segment [xj, x2], then it can

easily be seen that Z(xj, x2) has infinite curvature at lA{xl +*2). Pathological

behavior this extreme cannot occur if X is rotund; however, Rice has shown that,

in two-dimensional Lp space, p > 2, the Euclidean circle defined by x2 + y2

= 1 has infinite curvature at the point (0, 1). This may not be too dismaying if

one keeps in mind that the two dimensional Lp sphere, 1 < p < 2, has infinite

curvature at (1, 0) in two dimensional L2 space. For more discussion of curva-

ture see [6, pp. 190-198].

The following lemma may be used to obtained an elementary upper bound on

the radius of curvature.

Lemma 2.1. If x £ 3", l{y, x) 1 T(x), and x is accumulation point of 3" O

B(y, \\x-y\\), then

(2.1) p(x, y)<\\x-y\\.

Proof. Pick z. —» x such that \\zi - y\\ < \\x - y\\. It is then clear that

p(x, z!) is found by moving from y toward x. Thus p(x, z{) < ||x-y||. The

definition of p(x, y) immediately implies (2.1).

3. A variational theorem. Suppose y 4 3". A best approximation F(aQ) to y

from 3" solves the following problem:

Find aQ € Rn minimizing the functional G(<x) = \\y - F(a)\\.

If G is differentiable, then it is natural to look for critical points of G, i.e., points

aeR" such that Vc(a) = 0. In fact, during the proof of our main theorem, we had occa-

sion to search for other critical points: points on sets T which joined two best

approximations. Intuitively, it seems that the point farthest from y in T will

yield a critical point of G if T is, in some sense, the smallest set containing

the two best approximations. It is with this in mind that we introduce the follow-

ing terminology (derived from the language of nonlinear functional analysis).

Let Y be a Banach space and K C Y be compact. Let 0K) be, as in §1,

the family of all compact connected subsets of Y which contain K. (Note that

cö(K) e C(fO so C(K) / 0.) It is customary to introduce a family 3) of functions

from Y into Y, called deformations, which carry elements of C(K) into elements
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of (Ü(K); we let 3) be all continuous functions f: Y —> Y such that /(fC) = K.

Suppose G: Y —* R1. We say that LQ e C(.K) is extremal for G if

sup G(a) =   inf    sup G(a).
aeLQ LeC(K) aeL

If a* e LQ is such that

G(a*)=   inf     sup G(a),
LeftfC) aeL

then oc* is called a minimax point of G with respect to The set of

all minimax points in LQ is denoted by L*. In order to show that there are

critical points of G among the minimax points, we assume not and then,

by moving along the gradient of G in the steepest descent, we deform L0 to a

set L e C(K) such that

sup G(a) < sup G(a),
aeL aeLn

contrary to the assumption that LQ is extremal for G.

In order to choose the direction of descent, we introduce the duality map /'

from V', the continuous linear dual of Y, defined by sending a point y* e Y* into

the set of points j'{y') = {y e Y; ||y|| = ||y'|| and (y, y'> = ||y'||2!. This function

is single valued iff Y is rotund and reflexive. It is known that a necessary and

sufficient condition for the continuity of /   is that the norm of Y   be Frechet

different!able [3, Corollary 4.12]. In order to choose the direction of descent con-

tinuously, we will therefore assume that the norm of Y* is Frechet differentiable.

With this terminology, we state and prove the following variational theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Suppose the norm of Y* is Frechet differentiable G: Y —» R1

is Frichet differentiable and Vg is uniformly continuous on closed bounded sub-

sets of Y. Let K be a compact subset of Y and suppose there exists an extremal

element LQ of C(K). If

dt m sup G(a) < sup G(a) ■ dv
aeK aeLo

then there exists an a* e L J which is a critical point of G.

Proof. Suppose not. Since Vg is continuous and      is compact, there exist

numbers n > 0 and d, dx < d < d2, such that ||VG(/3)|| > n for all ß £ LQ O

G~ H[d, <*>)) ■ N. Let /Vj = L0 n G" H[W + d2)/2, «,)). Define H: Y -» Y by H =

- /'°Vg. Then H is continuous on N and, for every a. e Y,

(/7(a), VG(a)) = -||VG(a)||2.
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By Lemma 1.2, for aeN

G(a+ tH(a)) = G(a) + VG(a) • tH(a) + oil) < G(a) - t-q2 + o(t)

where o(t) is independent of aeN. Choose t* so that o(t) < Tq2t/2 for 0 < f

< <*. By defining

dist(a, LAN)
g(a) =-—,

dist(a, Afj) + dist(a, LQ\N)

we obtain a continuous function g: V —» [0, 1] such that g(L0\/V) = 0 and gOVj)

= 1. Then /: Y-» Y. defined by f(a) = a + g{a)t*H{a), is in 3); hence /(L„) 6

C(K). Now, for a£L0\N,G(/(a)) = G(al For aeN,

G(/la)) = G(a+ g(a)r*//(a))

= G(a) + VG(a). g{a)t*H(a) + o(t*g(a))

< G(a) - 772/*g(a) + r,2t*g(a)/2 = G(a) - V2t*g(a)/2.

Thus

sup    G(a),  sup G(a) - —— \
aeL0\Nj aeNj 2 j

< max lU+,i2)/2, d2--n2t*/2\<dr

This is impossible since LQ is extremal.

This theorem takes the place of Lemma 11.11 in [6] and obviates the need of

Lemma 11.5.

This result can be considered as a generalization of Rolle's theorem, for if we

specialize to the case Y = R1, then Rolle's theorem can be used to obtain the

critical point. A result very similar to ours can be found in [2, p. 60] for V = R".

The Bergers assume that G satisfies the growth condition G(a) —» *> as ||x|| —* oo.

This allows one to assert the existence of an extremal set LQ. However, in our

application of this result, we will not be assuming this growth condition.

4. Best approximation from manifolds. We will extend a result of Rice which

was stated for a closed manifold 7 in a finite dimensional, rotund, and smooth

space X. We have managed to remove the rotundity condition on X, but, when X

is infinite dimensional, we must assume that X is (UF), i.e. the norm is Fre'chet

differentiable and the limit (1.1) is uniform for y and h in S(X) x S{X). In finite

dimensions, this is equivalent to the assumption that X is smooth. We have not

assumed that 3" is boundedly compact (or even closed), though it is locally com-

pact, of course. (Recall that a set is boundedly compact if its intersection with
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any closed sphere is compact.) It would be interesting to see to what extent the

conditions of local compactness and uniform differentiability of the norm could be

relaxed.

We say that Ii C X is a neighborhood of 3" if H is a neighborhood of each

This does not imply, of course, that dll is bounded away from 3.

Theorem 4.1. Suppose X is (UF) and the curvature of 3 is uniformly

bounded on compact subsets of 3'. Then there exists a neighborhood 11 of $

such that each point of 11 has a unique best approximation from 3.

Proof. Let x„ e 3. By Theorem 1.5, the folding fld(3r, x„) = rp0 > 0. Let

rQ < <f>Q, f0 > 0, and let a be a bound on the curvature o\x) for each x in 3 H

B(*0, r0). Set f0 =min{l/3o-, <0/4j. We claim that if y eß0(x0, eQ), then y has

a unique best approximation from 3". Suppose, to the contrary, that C m {xj, *2i

C Py(y). Clearly ||y - x.\\ < \\y - xQ\\ < f0 for i = 1, 2. Hence, by definition of

the folding rp0, Y a 3 n B(xn, 2||y - xn||) is compact, connected and contains C.

Setting C = {r C 3; T is compact, connected and C C Tl, we see that

d= inf sup||x-y|| < sup ||x-y|| < 3e„.
Tee y er x€^

Since ß(y, 3f0) C B(xQ, rQ) there is a compact connected component r; of 3"H

B(y, d + l/i) which contains C, for i sufficiently large (say i > /). Since each

rV is compact, connected and rf 3T^j, it follows that T0 ^,0,2j r,. is com-

pact, connected, contains C and d = supx6pQ||x - y||.

Suppose that dist(y, C) = a*. Since dist(y, 3) = dist(y, C), it follows from

Lemma 1.1 that, for x* e T* = ,x e ro; ||x - y|| = d\, we have /(y. x*) 1 T(x*).

If dist(y, C) < d, then we will find x* e T* such that /(y, x*) 1 T(x*) by

applying the variational Theorem 3.1 in the following way: let Y = Rn (with the

Euclidean norm), g(a) = ||y - F(a)||, K = F~ HO. Clearly, if L e C(K), then

F(L) eC. Thus L„ = F-Hr,,) satisfies L0 e £(/() and

sup g(a) < sup g(a) =    inf    sup g(y).
aeK a«LQ LeC(K) y«L

Since g(a) > dist(y, 3") > 0, we know that the norm is uniformly Frechet differ-

entiable on g(B), where B is any bounded subset of R". Thus Vg satisfies the

hypothesis of Theorem 3.1. That theorem then yields an of e L* such that

Vg(<x*) = 0. Clearly, F(a*) = x* e T*. Using the chain rule on g, we obtain for

any ß € Rn,

0 = (ß, Vc(a*)> = <VF(a*). ß, V||. ||(F(a*) - y)>.

Thus
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VF(a*) • R" C ker V||. ||(F(a*) - y).

Using the well-known connection between the derivative of the norm and the sup-

porting hyperplanes to spheres we see that T(x*) is contained in the supporting

hyperplane to B(y, ||y - x*||) at x*. Thus /(y, x*) 1 T(x*).

Now note that ||x* - xQ\\ < \\x* - y\\ + \\y - xQ\\ < 3e0 + f0 < <0 so that oix*)

< a. Since ro C 5 O B(y, ||y - x*||) it follows that x* is an accumulation point

of 3" n B(y, ||y - x*||). Thus we may apply Lemma 2.1 to obtain

(4.D I/o < p(x*. y) < ||y - x*|| < 3fQ < i/o.

This contradiction establishes that each y € B°(x0, en) has a unique best

approximation from 3". Setting 1i = Uxneyß°(x0, fn) yields the theorem.

Rice has obtained the value en = min\l/3a, <Pq/2], which is correct if 3" is

boundedly compact (as Rice assumes) and a is taken to be the bound of the cur-

vature on 3r n B(x0, 2rAQ).

It is natural to ask whether every element of X has a unique best approxi-

mation from 3" (in which case 3" is called Chebyshev). It is clear that 3" can-

not be Chebyshev unless it is closed. An argument of Rice [6, p. 203] can easily

be adapted to the infinite dimensional case to show that if 3 is contained in any

Banach space X, then 3" closed and convex implies that 3 is a linear variety.

If we assume that X is smooth, then results of Vlasov, Efimov and Stechkin

imply that if 3" is Chebyshev and boundedly compact, then 3" is convex [7, p.

368]. These two statements yield the following theorem.

Theorem 4.2. If X is smooth and 3 is boundedly compact and Chebyshev,

then 3" is a linear variety.

A result of Vlasov [8] lets us remove the hypothesis that 3" is boundedly

compact if we assume that X is uniformly rotund and smooth.

The folding of a manifold is also connected to the property of being

Chebyshev.

Theorem 4.3. // X is a Banach space, 3" is boundedly compact, and

fld(3r, x) is bounded above at some point x 6 3, then 3 is not Chebyshev.

Proof. Suppose 3" is Chebyshev. Since 3" is boundedly compact, it follows

that the metric projection onto 3 is continuous. Thus, by a result of Wulbert

[9], we can conclude that the intersection of every open sphere with 3" is con-

nected. For each x e 3 and / > 0,

B(x. /)n?=n cl(B°(x. < + f)n J);
e>0
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hence B(x, f) O 3* is connected. This contradicts the assumption that fld^, x)

is bounded above.

This theorem yields an indirect proof of the fact that for the manifolds 3"

studied by Wulbert in [10], fldCf, x) = oo for each x in 3": since Wulbert shows

that the manifolds in [10] are boundedly compact and Chebyshev, it follows that

fld(3", x) = oo. A proof that the curvature of such manifolds is zero would indicate

that Theorem 4.2 may be true without the assumption that X is (UF).

If X is uniformly rotund, then Vlasov [8] has shown that if Py(x) is connected

for each x e 3", then the intersection of 3" with any closed ball is connected.

Thus in a uniformly rotund space, the assumption that 3 is boundedly compact

may be removed in Theorem 4.3.
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